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From: @newfortressenergy.com] 
Sent: 13 March 2021 15:41
To: Kevin Brady
Cc: Caoimhin Smith;
Subject: RE : Request pre app consult - 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organisation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.
 

Hi Kevin,
 
Thank you for your response.

 
Taking account of recent developments in Ireland’s response to climate change, including an objective for 70% of our electricity to come from renewable sources by 2030, we
believe that the  proposal will effectively support the resilient transition of our electricity system to renewables.
 
I attach a technical note and a power point presentation on  which will give you a good outline of the proposal, but by way of summary I would add the
following.

 
 can protect Ireland in the event of a major gas

supply disruption from the UK. The  addresses Ireland’s looming shortage of conventional power generation. As you are aware, natural gas will play an
increasingly important role in Ireland’s climate change plans as coal and peat-fired electricity generation is phased out and the amount of electricity from renewable sources
increases.

 
The   

 
 supports three key policies;

 
·         Enhance Ireland’s energy security. The Corrib gas field is rapidly depleting and it is predicted that Ireland will be reliant on UK imports from a single supply point for

90% of its gas by 2030. The impact of losing this single gas supply from the UK has been assessed[1] by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CRU) as being
“disastrous” for electricity production in Ireland.   The  proposal provides import route diversity and that can protect Ireland in the event of a
supply disruption from the UK. It would also allow Ireland to comply[2] with the N-1 Infrastructure standard[3].
 

·         Address power capacity shortfalls.  Eirgrid has forecast[4] a shortfall in generation capacity of up to 570 MW by 2026 and advised that new additional gas fired
conventional power plants are urgently required on the grid. The  can be delivered in a realistic timeframe to address the
looming  shortage. The  was successful in the recent ECP 2.1 process and is preparing for an imminent grid connection offer.
 

·         70% renewables by 2030. Ireland’s Climate Action Plan[5] sets a target of 70% of electricity to be generated from renewable sources by 2030. It also commits to an
early and complete phase-out of coal and peat-fired electricity generation. The Climate Action Plan confirms that natural gas is the only long term reliable back up for
intermittent wind generation for the foreseeable future[6]. 

Mindful of the Programme for Government, and its statements on “fracked gas”, we note that most of the LNG in the world is not sourced from fracked gas.  
    

 
 is not seeking Irish government or EU funding. 

  
 

 
We are very much looking forward to the opportunity to present our proposed development to you.
 

Regards
 

 Project Manager

 
Footnotes:
 

1.    Identification of National Electricity Crisis Scenarios for Ireland. CRU/20/138. Commission for energy regulation. 20/11/2020
2.    The National Preventative Action Plan 2018 to 2022 notes that Ireland fails to the N-1 Standard. Meaning that after losing the single largest gas infrastructure the

technical capacity of the remaining infrastructure cannot meet demand.
3.    Regulation (EU) 2017 / 1938 concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas supply
4.    All-Island Generation capacity Statement 2020-2029
5.    Climate Action Plan 2019. Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications. 17th June 2019

mailto:Kevin.Brady@decc.gov.ie
mailto:Kevin.Brady@decc.gov.ie
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/U1nZCLMVTN2gBBTBtWDw?domain=gov.ie



 


Attachment 1 - Shannon Energy Park Technical Description  
 


The Shannon Energy Park shall consist of a Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Terminal and a Power Plant. The Shannon 
Energy Park addresses Ireland’s significant security of energy supply risks and provides additional flexible power 
generation capacity to support intermittent renewable generation and resolve a predicted generation capacity 
shortfall.  


Ireland’s Climate Action Plan1, sets a target of 70% of electricity to be generated from renewable sources by 2030. 
It also commits to an early and complete phase-out of coal and peat-fired electricity generation. This leaves natural 
gas as being the only back up for intermittent wind generation.  


But despite its reliance on natural gas for renewable energy support, Ireland has very limited supply sources of 
natural gas. The country’s sole gas field, Corrib, is rapidly declining by about 20% per year, resulting in a growing 
reliance on UK imports to meet its gas demand. Ireland currently imports over 50% of its gas needs from the UK 
via a single supply point and these imports will grow to over 80% by 2025 and 90% by 2030. The impact of losing 
this single gas supply from the UK has been assessed2 by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CRU) as being 
“disastrous” for electricity production in Ireland.    


Recently3, the Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications has also noted “the UK has left the 
European Union which will lead, at the end of the withdrawal period, to difficulties for Ireland in meeting the 
requirements of EU law in relation to gas security of supply including potential challenges for future compliance with 
EU law including the “N-1” infrastructure standard and the supply standard” 


Consequently, Government polices clearly support the urgent need for the development. For example, the National 
Energy & Climate Plan (NECP) 2021-2030 contains a policy goal to support natural gas infrastructure projects, such 
as the Shannon Energy Park, that enhance Ireland’s security of supply. Eirgrid’s All-Island Generation capacity 
Statement 2020-2029 confirms the need for additional conventional power plants.  


By providing a low carbon back-up for intermittent renewable generation, the Shannon Energy park is in full 
compliance with Ireland’s climate change objectives as set out in the National Energy & Climate Plan (NECP) 2021-
2030. Additionally, the Shannon Energy Park will have the capability to transition to hydrogen in the future. 


The Shannon Energy Park is to be located on a circa 200 acre on the Shannon Estuary at Ralappane, between 
Tarbert and Ballylongford in Co. Kerry and accessed off the existing L-1010 (Coast Road).  


The Kerry County Development Plan 2015-2021 has zoned the site ‘Industry’ as part of the Tarbert/Ballylongford 
Land Bank, and more specifically for marine related industry and compatible industries requiring deep water access. 
The site is adjacent to the Lower River Shannon SAC 002165 and the River Shannon and River Fergus SPA 04077 
as well as several pNHA designations. 


The Shannon Energy Park consists of two main components: 


1. LNG Terminal 


2. Power Plant. 


The proposed LNG Terminal will comprise of: 


• A floating storage regasification unit (FSRU), which will have an LNG storage capacity of up to 180,000 
m3. The LNG vaporisation process equipment to regasify the LNG to natural gas shall be on-board the 
FSRU. The heat for LNG regasification shall be via seawater, supplemented by heat from gas fired heaters 
when the water temperature is inadequate. Loading of LNG onto the FSRU shall be via a ship to ship 
transfer from another LNG carrier (LNGC) berthed alongside.  


• Jetty and access trestle, with the jetty comprising of an unloading platform, mooring dolphins and breasting 
dolphins. 


• Four tugboats moored on the proposed jetty for FSRU and LNG carrier mooring operations. 


 
1 Climate Action Plan 2019. Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications. 17th June 2019 
2 Identification of National Electricity Crisis Scenarios for Ireland. CRU/20/138. Commission for energy regulation. 20/11/2020 
3 Request for Tenders dated 2 November 2020 for the provision of Consultancy Services to undertake a Technical Analysis to inform a Review of 
the Security of Energy Supply of Ireland’s Electricity and Natural Gas Systems 
 



https://www.gov.ie/en/organisation/department-of-the-environment-climate-and-communications/





• Onshore facilities including a nitrogen generation facility, a control room, a guard house, workshop and 
maintenance buildings, instrument air generator, fire water system.  


• An Above Ground Installation (AGI) to include an odourisation facility, gas heater building, gas metering 
and pressure control equipment. The AGI facilitates the connection of the LNG terminal to the consented 
26km Shannon Pipeline.   


The proposed Power Plant will comprise of: 


• A flexible modular power plant design with up to three (3) blocks of Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT), 
each block with a capacity of circa 200 MW for a total installed capacity of up to 600 MW. The multishaft 
arrangement of the power plant provides fast acting response with very low minimum stable generation 
and is ideally suited to support increased intermittent renewable generation. 


• Each block shall comprise of two (2) gas turbine generators, two (2) heat recovery steam generator and 
one (1) steam turbine generator and an air-cooled condenser 


• A 120 MW for 1 hour (120 MWhr) Battery energy storage facility (BESS). Due to its very fast response, the 
BESS supports intermittent renewable generation.  


The Shannon Energy Park will supply up to 22.6 MMscm/d (800 MMscf/d) of natural gas to the Irish gas transmission 
system via the previously consented 26 km Shannon Pipeline.   


An application to connect to the national electrical transmission system via a 220 kV connection was submitted to 
EirGrid in September 2021. An offer has yet to be received.  It is expected that the connection will run 5 km east 
under the L-1010 road to the Eirgrid Killpaddogue 220 kV substation. Once the connection offer is made, this 220 
kV connection will be subject to a separate planning design and planning application.  


A masterplan is also provided for a future circa 320 MW Data Centre Campus.  


Shannon LNG Limited has commenced pre-application consultations with An Bord Pleanála for the Shannon 
Energy Park, under Section 37B of the Planning and Development Act 2000. AECOM are working on behalf of 
Shannon LNG Limited to progress the planning application for the proposed Shannon Energy Park and all 
associated ancillary infrastructure.  


 


 



http://www.pleanala.ie/about/legal/copyright.htm
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Helping to Secure a 
Sustainable Future


Shannon 
Energy Park







Our Team
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Shannon Energy Park


Brannen McElmurray
Chief Development Officer, NFE


Brannen has over 15 years of 
experience in critical energy 
infrastructure and has been with 
New Fortress Energy since its 
founding. 


Simon Duncan
Head of Marine Operations, NFE


Simon has over 28 years of 
experience in the marine and 
energy industries. Simon has 
been instrumental in the 
management and operations of 
gas terminals and FSRUs 
throughout his career.


Martin Ahern
Project Manager, NFE


Martin leads the technical 
development of Shannon. 
Martin has been part of  joined 
Shannon LNG in 2009







Shannon Energy Park provides 3 key benefits
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Key benefit: Energy Security 
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Shannon Energy Park


Shannon Energy ParkIreland’s energy system is extremely vulnerable


1 35% of Ireland’s energy needs come from Natural Gas and 
by 2025, 90% of that gas will come from the UK


2 In addition, Ireland is facing a power deficit up to 570 MW of 
baseload generation by as early as 2026


Provides alternative source of natural 
gas, reducing vulnerability to supply 
interruptions


Solves Ireland’s impending power 
deficit


Delivers these solutions 
quickly


Aligns with policies, including the 
National Energy & Climate Plan


National Energy & Climate Plan (NECP) 2021-2030


“Given Ireland’s high and increasing reliance on gas for electricity, our low 
import route diversity, Ireland’s relatively high dependence on imported gas, 
which is likely to increase as the Corrib gas field progressively depletes, and the 
potential increasing role of gas in the energy mix for heat, transport and power 
generation including as a back-up for intermittent power generation, our 
objectives are to:  Ensure the resilience of the gas network to a long-duration 
supply disruption, in the context of EU and national climate objectives.”


Eirgrid’s Generation Capacity Statement (2020)


“Analysis shows that for the Median demand level there may not be adequate 
generation capacity to meet demand from 2026 for Ireland should Moneypoint
close and long term demand continue to rise. Should any other plant of 
equivalent capacity close then this could also give rise to earlier deficits.”







Dependence on UK gas makes Ireland vulnerable
Shannon Energy Park


Ireland’s entire gas demand faces reliance on a single source of supply before 2030


Today


• 2 sources of gas supply today


• Indigenous supply accounts for nearly half of 
the country’s supply today but this is in rapid 
decline


1st source:
Britain / Moffat


2nd source:
Corrib Gas Field


Tomorrow


• Severe security of supply issue 


• Reliance on a single source of gas supply from 
Britain before 2030
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Wind Generation Needs Gas
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Shannon Energy Park
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January 8th, 2021 - Power Generation


Wind Generation (MW) Total Electricity Demand (MW)


Coal
11%


Natural Gas
35%


Renewables
43%


Other
11%


Fuel Mix


Coal Natural Gas Renewables Other


Need 
for Gas


Ireland’s Climate Action Plan, sets a target of 70% of electricity to be generated from renewable sources by 2030. It also commits to an
early and complete phase-out of coal and peat-fired electricity generation. This leaves natural gas as being the only back up for
intermittent wind generation.







Key benefit: Energy Transition
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Shannon Energy Park


Shannon 
Energy Park 
will play a key 
role in 
enabling 
Ireland’s 
transition to  
cleaner energy


Supports 
renewables


provides back-up 
power for intermittent 
wind energy


Lowers 
emissions now


natural gas significantly 
lowers emissions vs. coal, 
oil & peat


Transitions to 
green H2


green-hydrogen capable 
& ready for transition


H2







Key Policies and Statements
– National Energy & Climate Plan (NECP) 2021-2030:


– “Given Ireland’s high and increasing reliance on gas for electricity, our low import route diversity, Ireland’s relatively high dependence on 
imported gas, which is likely to increase as the Corrib gas field progressively depletes, and the potential increasing role of gas in the 
energy mix for heat, transport and power generation including as a back-up for intermittent power generation, our objectives are to:  
Ensure the resilience of the gas network to a long-duration supply disruption, in the context of EU and national climate objectives.”


– Eirgrid’s Generation Capacity Statement (2020):


– “Analysis shows that for the Median demand level there may not be adequate generation capacity to meet demand from 2026 for Ireland 
should Moneypoint close and long term demand continue to rise. Should any other plant of equivalent capacity close then this could also 
give rise to earlier deficits.”


– Ministerial Brief – Energy – June 2020. Electricity & Natural Gas:  Security of Supply:


– “Energy policy seeks to balance three core priorities – namely sustainability, security of supply and competitiveness. Secure supplies of 
energy are critical to support society and the economy. Ensuring the security of energy supply of our gas and electricity networks is a 
therefore a key priority.”


– “In 2019, 53% of the natural gas used in Ireland was imported from the UK. By the middle of this decade, in the absence of alternative 
sources of gas, Ireland’s dependence on UK imports is expected to further increase to approximately 80% and to well over 90% by 2030. It 
should be noted that these imports come from a single source in Scotland (albeit via two pipelines). 


– Review of the Security of Energy Supply of Ireland’s Electricity and Natural Gas Systems, Request for Services. 


– “the UK has left the European Union which will lead, at the end of the withdrawal period, to difficulties for Ireland in meeting the 
requirements of EU law in relation to gas security of supply including potential challenges for future compliance with EU law including the 
“N-1” infrastructure standard and the supply standard”
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Planning Application 
Shannon Energy Park


LNG Terminal


Power Plant


• Land: 600 acre site assembled by IDA


• Engineering: conceptual design for permitting


• Rights of Way: wayleave agreement with all landowners on 26km pipeline 
route and 2.2 hectares of land for the gas pipeline interconnect


• Permits: pipeline and foreshore licenses and leases


• Completed Studies: quantitative risk assessment, site investigation, 
environmental baseline studies, marine simulations, and archaeological 
investigations


Secured


Applying For


• Planning permission for LNG terminal and 600MW fast 
response/ flexible power plant
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Masterplan







Proposed Development
Shannon Energy Park


LNG Terminal Power Plant
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Site location
Shannon Energy Park


Location is zoned industrial, sheltered, and near gas and electricity infrastructure 


• 450 acres of land zoned for marine and industrial development by local and regional 
development plans (600 total acres)


• Port infrastructure available (pilots, navigation lights etc.)


• 14m+ water depth 


• Sheltered location (waves <1.5m) 


• Safe navigational area (2km wide channel)


• Proximity to high-capacity gas and electricity networks


• Only site in Ireland with these necessary attributes


Details:
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Development Detail
Shannon Energy Park


LNG Terminal Power Plant Data Centre


Electric Grid 
Connection


(future application)


Gas Network 
Connection 


(previously permitted)


Up to 180,000 m3 
FSRU


6 gas turbine 
generators


~320 MW 220 kV Shannon pipeline


22.6 MMscm/d 6 heat recovery 
steam generators


Each building ~40 
MW


~5km 30” diameter


Four tugs 3 steam turbine 
generators


26km


AGI 120MWhr battery 
storage facility


Current Application
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New Planning Application : why it’s better than before
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Shannon Energy Park


Updated with elements to reduce impact and support renewable targets


• Flexible and modular power plant to support the 
delivery of national renewable targets


• Battery facility to better support integration of wind 
generation


• Hydrogen capable


• Compact, substantially reduced facilities footprint


• Substantial reduction in seawater usage and piling


• Faster construction time


• Easier to “future-proof”


• Reduced facilities and footprint: 
• Removed onshore tanks
• Removed materials jetty
• Removed onshore storage of diesel fuel
• Removed hydraulic testing pond
• 25% reduction in core development area 


Previous design


Key advantages Subtractions


New Footprint


Previous Footprint
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6.    The Climate action plan forecasts gas demand as far as 2040
7.    This would require a new planning application
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Technical note describing the development

PowerPoint presentation describing the development

 

 
 
From: Kevin Brady <Kevin.Brady@decc.gov.ie> 
Sent: Tuesday 2 March 2021 17:09
To: @newfortressenergy.com>
Cc: Caoimhin Smith <Caoimhin.Smith@decc.gov.ie>
Subject: RE: Request for meeting with the Department by New Fortress Energy
 
Mr 
 
I note your email below seeking a consultation with the Department. I would ask that you provide details of the proposed development that we can review in advance of considering your
request for a meeting.
 
Regards,
Kevin
——
Kevin Brady, Principal Officer
Business Energy & Gas Policy
——
An Roinn Comhshaoil, Aeráide agus Cumarsáide
Department of the Environment, Climate & Communications
 
29-31 Bóthar Adelaide, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 X285
29-31 Adelaide Road, Dublin, D02 X285
——
T +353 (0)1 678 3089
Kevin.Brady@decc.gov.ie www.decc.gov.ie
 
 
 
From: @newfortressenergy.com] 
Sent: 01 March 2021 13:54
To: Caoimhin Smith
Cc:
Subject: Request pre app consult - 
 

 
Hi Caoimhin,
 
I hope you are well.
 
We are in pre-application consultation with An Bord Pleanála for a new Strategic Infrastructure Development (SID) under Section 37B of the Planning and Development Act 2000.

 
We intend to launch a public information event shortly, and subject to ABP’s guidance, submit the planning application quickly thereafter.
 
In accordance with best practice, we are requesting a consultation with the Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications as soon as possible.
 
Our goal is to clearly present the elements of our proposed project and our intentions with respect to timing and gather your feedback on any improvements that maybe advisable.  
 
Can you please advise of a date and time that is convenient to you and I will send a MS Teams invite.
 
We are very much looking forward to the opportunity to present our proposed development to you.
 
Regards

 

Disclaimer:

This electronic message contains information (and may contain files), which may be privileged or confidential. The information is intended to be for the sole use of the individual(s) or entity
named above. If you are not the intended recipient be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information and or files is prohibited. If you have
received this electronic message in error, please notify the sender immediately. This is also to certify that this mail has been scanned for viruses. 

Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo (agus b'fhéidir sa chomhaid ceangailte leis) a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh
an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó bíodh a fhios agat nach
gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais agus/nó an chomhaid seo. Más trí earráid a fuair tú an teachtaireacht leictreonach seo cuir, más é do thoil é, an té ar sheol an
teachtaireacht ar an eolas láithreach. Deimhnítear leis seo freisin nár aims odh víreas sa phost seo tar éis a scanadh. 
    

mailto:Kevin.Brady@decc.gov.ie
mailto:Kevin.Brady@decc.gov.ie
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/Mjr9CMOVuxYLBBFkTzUm?domain=decc.gov.ie


[1] Identification of National Electricity Crisis Scenarios for Ireland. CRU/20/138. Commission for energy regulation. 20/11/2020
[2] The National Preventative Action P lan 2018 to 2022 notes that Ireland fails to the N-1 Standard meaning that after losing the single largest gas infrastructure the technical capacity of the remaining infrastructure cannot meet demand.
[3] Regulation (EU) 2017 / 1938 concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas supply
[4] All-Island Generation capacity Statement 2020-2029
[5] Climate Action P lan 2019. Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications. 17th June 2019
[6] The Climate action plan forecast’ s gas demand as far as  2040
[7] This would require a new planning application
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